Based on molecular dynamics, the information regarding the ellipsoidal structure of light-harvesting antenna complex II(LHACII) using existing experiments was obtained. The elliptic aberration process of LHACII was investigated. Through using Steered molecular dynamics simulation (SMDS) technique, LHACII was effectively intervened from outside. In the experiment, the whole elliptic aberration process which involves from circular to elliptic shape was simulated to further acquire reasonable elliptic imaging with eccentricity of 0.45~0.68. Additionally, the variation of the spatial arrangement ways of B850 pigment when the elliptic aberration occurred to LHACII was demonstrated. The distance between chlorophyll molecules in the pair with short distance is significantly reduced compared to that of before aberration, moreover, 18 B850 chlorophyll molecules were generally distributed the both sides of the major axis of an ellipse spheroid. In contrast, the distance between chlorophyll molecules in the pair with long distance is farther. These results may fill the gap of the experimental research on the spatial arrangement of pigments and imaging in the aberration of LHACII, providing a structural foundation for energy transfer studies.
INTRODUCTION
LHACII is able to efficiently collect solar energy, and then rapidly transfer the energy to LHACI and photosynthetic reaction center successively so as to supply sufficient energy for initial charge reaction. LHACII/I exhibits great efficiency in the collection of solar energy and energy transfer. It light energy absorption and energy transfer are mainly fulfilled by pigment molecules contained in protein complexes, while the arrangement law of pigment molecules of the HACII has unique characteristics: geometric arrangement forms of the pigment molecules are of significance to the exciton delocalization and energy transfer between the pigment molecules. Therefore outer membrane antenna proteins -LHACII plays an essential role in photochemical reaction.
According to the crystal structure in the study of Cogdell et al. 1 , the purple bacteria with diverse strains show similar LHACII crystal structure. The LHACII of purple bacteria exhibits two layered hollow cylinder structure (as shown in Fig.1 ): it consists of 9 transmembrane α-and β-helices in apoprotein, among which, the macrocyclic ligands of transmembrane β-helices is found to be distributed in the outside of microcyclic ligands of the transmembrane α-helices. Furthermore, the diameters of transmembrane α-and β-helices are 6.8 nm and 3.6 nm respectively, showing C9 symmetry 1 . Transmembrane α-helices are polypeptide chains synthesized by 53 amino acids, while transmembrane β-helices are polypeptide chains synthesized by 41 amino acids. LHACII of purple bacteria have 27 bacterial chlorophyll a molecules which are divided into two groups：one group comprises 18 B850 BChl a molecules interacting with each other and having ring structure. These molecules range between transmembrane α-and β-helices and are supported by histidine residue. Besides, their surfaces of porphyrin ring are parallel to the membrane surface of antenna proteins (seen as the axis of C9 symmetry), presenting an infrared absorption band at 850 nm around. As the proteins of each molecule in the B850 ring are similar, they were divided into 9 pairs. The distance between the central magnesium atoms for neighboring pair of BChl a molecule is 8.7Å，the distance of neighboring pairs is 9.7Å. In another group, there are 9 D800 BChl a molecules which are bound in the 9 transmembrane β-helices, having a near infrared absorption bond at 800 nm. The Bchl a molecules of B800 ring are shown to be more deeply developed in their membranes compared to that B850 ring, with a distance of 16.5Å. The surfaces of porphyrin ring for Bchl a molecules are parallel to the surface of assumed cell membrane with a distance of 11Å, while the distance between two pairs of B800-Bchl a molecules and magnesium atoms is 21Å. The minimum distance of central magnesium atoms between B850 and B800 rings is 17.6Å. Structural units constituted by transmembrane α-and β-helices in apoprotein all contain a carotenoid molecule, and their extensional structure is found to cross the whole membrane protein, showing a contact subjected to Van der Waals force with the B850-, and B800-,Bchl a molecules . The alcohol chain images of the two helices are different with that of B850 Bchl a molecules: α-B850 is slightly expanded, while β-B850 is curved, as shown in Fig. 1 . The elliptic aberration of LHACII has been widely verified using different methods2-6: among which, Ketelaars2 illustrated the spectral observation of single LHACII complex, confirming that the interaction between pigments could induce the mutation from C9 symmetric structure to C2 symmetric structure. This result verified single LHACII with C9 symmetric structure in main substrate according to X-Ray observation appeared aberration. The effect of such aberration on the energy transfer of LHACII cannot ignore: the energy transfer efficiency is reduced. The study on the sources of such effect is of practical guidance significance to the design of bionic optoelectronic devices.
METHODOLOGY
Given the computation regarding the aberration of protein structures using classical molecular dynamic simulation has high cost, this research utilized Steered molecular dynamics（SMD）to rapidly realize the aberration process of LHACII whose structure changes from annular shape to elliptic one. This simulation applied a pair of opposite forces on the research object to expedite the change of imaging. The simulation technique has been used to accurately express biological processes involving protein folding, protein-ligand separation and protein mutation.7 By taking LHACII crystal structure of Rps.acidophila (PDB code：1NKZ) as an initial image, this work employed AMBER10 package8 to complete the dynamic simulation calculation of all molecules using Amber ff03 as a field parameter.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The snapshots of LHACII at 0 ps, 150 ps, 250 ps and 350 ps when extracting SMD demonstrates the aberration process from annular shape to elliptic one, is shown in Fig.2 . By analyzing the images extracted in every 50 ps, it was found 9 α/β monomers had been dispersed when subjected to tension at 350 ps when using SMD. Therefore, The image in the range of 0～375 ps was used as an analysis object.
Based on the obtained ideal elliptic aberration track, the eccentricity of elliptic protein which was obtained based on the annular crystal structure of LHACII was investigated. Through observing the elliptic protein structure, from a scaffold consisted of nine amino acid combinations in the crystal structure of LHACII, amino acid at a same site and same time were shown to locate at a same ellipse. As the cytoskeleton of inner part had regular aberration law, alanine (26， 119， 212， 305， 398， 491， 584， 677， 770） on the cytoskeleton was chosen to conduct calculation using the coordinate of α-carbons as the calculation coordinate. Furthermore, due to nine α/β monomers of LHACII showing incomplete spatial symmetry, this study adopted Matlab software to fit elliptic curves on the basis of nine elliptic calculation coordinates, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Based on the fitting curve using Matlab, the eccentricity of LHACII crystal structure at different times when using SMD was calculated, and the eccentricity of LHACII protein structure prior to subject to the tension and drawing force was also calculated, as displayed in Table 1 . Owing to No.26 ALA is one of the focuses of α-carbons, the major axis of the ellipse at varying times is a constant. The eccentricity fluctuates in the range of 0 ~1. Before applying tension, initial LHACII protein structure is an ellipse approximately; its eccentricity which approximates to eccentricity of a circle is set to 0. Additionally, the eccentricity of ten elliptic structures did not show an increasing trend as expected, instead, it begins to reduce at 300 ps. The snapshot of treated LHACII at 375 ps was extracted, as illustrated Fig.4 . As the spatial arrangement of α/β helices is fairly disordered，the formula for calculating the eccentricity of ellipse structures is inapplicable. Given there are interaction forces occurring between multiple molecules, including hydrogen bond, Van der Waals force, hydrophobic interaction in LHACII crystal scaffolds, so the change of eccentricity is reasonable. As shown in the simulation results of LHACII, the aberration from round shape to elliptic one is exhibited. Through extracting a snapshot in every 50 ps, the relative sites of B850 chlorophyll and α/β helices were analyzed. According to the distance of central magnesium atoms for 18 chlorophyll molecules of B850 ring, the concept of the pairs for short distance (Fig.5) and long distance were defined: the two adjacent chlorophyll molecules with different chirality in the B850 ring is called the pair with short distance, while two adjacent chlorophyll molecules with same chirality in the B850 ring is called the pair with long distance. An comparatively analysis of the eccentricity calculated and the snapshots at different times showed that the elliptic structures of LHACII at 100 ps, 150 ps and 200 ps are quite favorable, meanwhile, the eccentricity presents an gradual increase trend. Through analyzing the aberration of B850 chlorophyll ring based on LHACII at 100 ps, 150ps and 200 ps and primary crystal structure before using SMD, it is found that as a constant aberration occurred to the circle enclosed by α/β helices, an elliptic aberration of B850 chlorophyll ring inlaid in α/β helices was also observed. Besides, the spacing of the pair with short distance changed as well (Fig. 6) . The distance between special chlorophyll and magnesium atoms in reaction center is 8.119Å, which is smaller than that of the chlorophyll pair with short distance in LHACII with annular structure. Although the distance of the chlorophyll pairs with long distance enlarges (mean distance is 12 Å around) when B850 rings have elliptic structure, however the spacing of the pairs with short distance is all below 8.119Å. Furthermore, this study indicated that: the spatial arrangement of 18 B850 Chl a molecules refers to that major axis split the chlorophyll pair with short distance and the chlorophyll with long distance. The distances of chlorophyll molecules in the pair with short distance reduce compared to the beginning time of using SMD. 
CONCLUSION
This research demonstrate the aberration process that annular LHACII at picosecond levels changes into elliptic one and explored the change in the spatial arrangement of B850 pigment molecules and protein images before and after the elliptic aberration occurred to LHACII protein. Results showed that： the crystal structure of LHACII was subjected to the aberration from annular shape to elliptic in solution; α/β helical chains are shifted in parallel and the eccentricity ranging from 0.45～0.68 of a reasonable elliptic image was obtained, which allows an uniform arrangement of α/β helical chains: as the elliptic aberration happened to LHACII, B850 chlorophyll ring inlaid in the α/β helices presented same aberration as well. The distances among chlorophyll molecules for the pair with short distance and having opposite chirality are shortened compared to that of before the elliptic aberration, which was generally smaller than 8.119 Å. On the both sides of the major axis of the ellipse, there were 18 Bchl a pigment molecules being distributed. The distance among the chlorophyll molecules for the pair with short distance is smaller, while the distance for the pair with long distance is farther. Owing to excitation energy is located at the delocalization of whole pigment ring in the inner part of LHACII, the elliptic aberration with three dimensional structures of α/β helices induced the change in the distances among pigment molecules, which further affect the efficiencies of electron and energy transfer of pigment molecules.
